
Trans Pennine Trail (TPT) Lymm path upgrade 

Frequently asked questions 

1. What is being proposed? 
The upgrade of a section of the TPT between Whitbarrow Road and Reddish Crescent.  
 

2. Why is it needed? 
The current path was laid in the late 1980s and is in very poor condition. The surface is 
frequently very muddy and wet after heavy rain and is impassable for people in wheelchairs 
and families using pushchairs. In addition the nearby trees have grown up over the years 
along with self seeding bushes and shrubs which constricts the usable path making it less 
attractive to use.  
 

3. I like a muddy path so why can’t you leave it alone?  
The TPT is not just a local path for local walks. It is also an important part of the council’s 
strategic greenway network as defined in the LCWIP (Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plan). This recognises that it forms part of the nationally important cycle route 
between Hull and Liverpool (National Cycle Route number 62). We want to make it easier 
and better for people to use the TPT as part of their everyday journeys in Warrington.  The 
council also has a duty to ensure its strategic paths are more inclusive under the Equality 
Act. Many people confined to wheelchairs cannot use the TPT when it is in a poor condition 
and so leaving it as a muddy path is not an option. 
 

4. Are you improving any other parts of the TPT?  
Yes. We also recognise that it is an important gateway for visitors to and through 
Warrington. For this reason we have been lobbying Sustrans (who are the custodians of the 
National Cycle Network) for funding to help us upgrade other sections of the route.  
 

5. Why are you doing this section first as it is not the worst bit of the TPT? 
The funding is part of the Department for Transport’s Tranche 4 programme for upgrading 
the National Cycle Network looked after by Sustrans. All Tranche 4 projects have to be 
delivered by March 2022 otherwise the funding is lost. This means that we had to select the 
most easily deliverable section of the TPT in Warrington which happened to be this section.  
 

6. What does it cost and who is paying for it?  
A grant of £320,000 has been provided by Sustrans. The exact cost of the works will be 
known once the design has been finalised and the contractor is able to provide more 
detailed costing. Any additional funding needed will be met by other capital budgets.  
 

7. Can the money be used for anything else in Lymm or in Warrington?  
The funding is ring fenced to spend on the National Cycle Network and specifically on the 
TPT. It cannot be used, for example to spend on maintenance or other non transport 
projects.  
 
 
 
 



8. Why is tarmac being proposed as a surface? Are there any alternatives?  
The used of a sealed surface material such as tarmac is proposed as it provides a smooth and 
consistent surface for all users. It is hard wearing with a life of up to 20 years and therefore 
has much lower maintenance implications than unsealed surfaces.   
 
Alternative un-sealed surfaces such as compacted, crushed or graded stone or shale are 
cheaper than sealed surfaces but have a much shorter lifespan. They tend to be more 
susceptible to water damage and do not provide a good surface for wheeled vehicles such as 
bikes and wheelchairs. They cannot be kept swept of leaves or debris - as this can damage 
the surface - and they tend to be laid in places where there is little or no tree cover.  
 

9. How will you deal with drainage problems along the path?   
The new surface only takes up 3m of the full corridor which is up to 15m wide in places. 
There is therefore plenty of space next to the path to allow surface water to be absorbed. 
However, to assist this process, and in places where there is less land, we are proposing 
soakaways to help with the drainage.  
 

10. Will the path be lit? 
There are no plans to provide lighting along the TPT.  
 

11. Why is the new path planned to be 3.0m wide? 
The recommended standard width for shared use paths is a minimum of 3m to allow plenty 
of space for all users. It should be noted that a separate trotting lane for horse riding 
alongside the main path will be provided where space permits.  
 

12. I use a wheelchair so what is being done about the A frame barriers?  
The A frame barriers do not meet modern Equality Act requirements as they prevent access 
to many people using wheelchairs and many types of ability-adapted bikes. We plan to 
remove all of the A frame barriers in this section and replace them with access controls 
which allow easier access by people with disabilities, pushchairs, recumbent bikes etc. A 
typical barrier might be a chicane which allow walkers, cyclists and wheelchairs to pass 
through them yet still able to perform a deflection role when fronting onto a road.  The 
spacing of the proposed chicanes would also allow horse riders to pass through them, 
though where space permits we would provide horse riders with a separate horse box style.  
 

13. Will you be removing any trees? If so, will any new trees be re-planted?  
Yes, we intend to remove only a small number of trees to create the room for the path. An 
arboricultural survey has been carried out which tells us what trees exist and where, and this 
information is informing the design process. Most of the trees along the route are small self 
seeding trees which if left unchecked would eventually grow over the path. None of the 
larger trees existed in the 1980s when the railway line existed and none have been given a 
category A classification requiring their protection. However whilst we intend to retain the 
vast majority of trees we also want to open up the tree canopy so that it reduces leaf drop 
onto the path and provide natural light into the corridor.   
  
 
 
 



14. I am concerned about the local wildlife. Have you carried out an ecology survey?  
Yes. This is standard for all of our projects as we need to understand whether there is any 
wildlife which requires protecting and whether we require licences from Natural England for 
species such as great crested newts, bats and badgers.   
 

15. What are you doing about speeding cyclists, dog owners with uncontrollable dogs, errant 
horse riders, etc 
The TPT is used by many different people and generally most of them co-exist with no issues 
on a daily basis. Obviously we would advise people on bikes to exercise some caution 
whenever they are close to pedestrians and equally we would like dog owners to ensure that 
their animals are behaved and under control. We will be reminding people of the need to 
“Share with Care” and respect each other whenever they are using the TPT. Signs will be in 
place to remind people of this.  
 

16.  Have local property owners been notified?  
 Yes, all residents backing onto the TPT have been informed and invited to respond to the 
consultation.  In addition over 3,500 homes in Lymm living within about 200m of the TPT 
have also been notified. There has been widespread publicity via the media, social media 
and by local posters. Local ward members and the Parish Council have bene informed and 
are able to inform people through their own networks.  
 

17. Will you be closing the TPT during construction?  
It is likely that during construction that parts of the TPT will be closed for a few weeks and a 
diversion route provided and advertised. This would help to ensure public safety and also to 
help get the work done as quickly as possible.  
  

18. How will the path be kept clear and maintained?  
The TPT is the responsibility of the Council to keep clear and maintain. Because of the poor 
state of the path this has been a difficult task not helped by ongoing revenue budget 
constraints. The improved path together with the cleared back vegetation helps to future 
proof the condition of the path.  
  

 

 


